
Ode to Anna on the Beach

 

#1

The beach shimmers in many ways, especially when Anna is there. The sky and waters 
and sand are more brilliant in their colors and their calliope. The sea foam applauds, the 
waves crash like cymbals in an orchestra.

It is impossible not to feel happy on Gilgo Beach when Anna is there. She may be far 
from view, but the energy and shimmering exudes.  It cannot be bottled. It is living poetry 
of the beach.

And then are her photos – again, impossible not to succumb. Anticipation can be 
dangerous, it can raise expectations. Yet there it is: her already cyren smile becomes 



more incandescent, her elegance and demeanor meld with mirth, as there is no 
distinction between her and nature.

Alas, our only enemy is the sand….

Brush it off for us please… 

#2

She beckons, as in that long-ago poem that calls to inner joy in all of us:
“Come on in, the water's fine. I'll give you until I count to nine. If you're not by then, 
guess I'll have to count to ten. (Anonymous)”

Who would not want to join her in the water? Splash me please. Hear the fishes sing? See 
the birds smile? Rise up, the mythical mermaid of our dreams. And then she runs and joy 
abounds. Why even try to resist?  Embrace the amazing moments Anna is sharing.

#3
Songs are written for moments dreamed and then realized long after the words have 
been sung. So Anna’s photos prove.
“Beach baby beach baby give me your hand. Give me something than I can remember.”

Ohhhhh does Anna ever!  You can put the calendar down but you will not forget. You will 
find that beach and imagine sitting on the sand, waiting, hoping, smiling. The sun in your 
eyes and the mystical moment may never come. You will always have something to 
remember.

#4

As the untamed and free spirit runs on the beach, prances on the beach, laughs 
gleefully and freely on the beach, it is the true soul of woman and man.



We have come from the sea, many believe, and thus the water always runs with us, the 
toes going back in and then the body. The beach is our souls and our hearts.

As David Day wrote:
“The first horses were made of sea foam. They rode their waves to the beaches, then 
broke loose and dashed for the shore.

“Wild horses, raging with pride–Look how much of the untamed sea. Is within them still.”  
As Anna gallops on the beach, that free passion and beauty is one of pride and joy. 
Here she is! The smile is a lasso to us as if we needed reined in. We are not going 
anywhere, ever. Who would?  


